Analyze a Map

Name: ________________________________

First Look

1. What is the title of the map?

2. Is there a scale of miles or compass rose?

3. Does the legend use colors or symbols?

4. What type of map is this? Circle all that apply.
   - Political
   - Physical
   - Aerial
   - Population
   - Land Use
   - Natural Resource
   - Climate/Weather
   - Transportation
   - Military

Examine Closely

5. What area(s) of South Carolina is shown on the map?

6. What is labeled?

7. Who created this map? When?

Reflect and Explain

8. What was happening in history when this map was made?

9. Why was this map made?

10. How would this area look today? What are the similarities and differences?

Go further...

11. What other sources could help you understand this map?